Maximize Your Revenue Potential

Virtually Hurricane-Proof
A Stylish, Upscale Amenity for Your
Apartment Complex
Shade Ports are an oasis for vehicles. They reduce a
car’s interior temperature by as much as 43°, and
protect the car from the elements. Shade Ports have a
very attractive Euro-style and are available in a number of subtle colors to complement any architecture.
Your tenants will never again have to…
☼ Get into a miserably hot car with stifling, super
heated air.
☼ Sit on scorching upholstery or touch a blistering
steering wheel.
☼ Worry about damage from hail, UV, or heat
☼ Wash or wax their car as often due to dust, birds,
and rain spots.
☼ Get drenched going between car and umbrella.

Economically speaking, this is a proverbial “no brainer!”
Shade Ports will easily pay for themselves, and in the
months to follow will generate between $100 and $150
per month, each. The “Golf View” complex, in South
Orlando, having 220 covered parking spaces equates to
110 Shade Ports which would in turn generate revenues
of $16,500 monthly and $198,000 annually. A number of
parking spaces that would otherwise be “free” can now
generate outstanding net profits.

Shade Ports are engineered for 130+ mph winds and meet or
exceed applicable building codes nationally, including ice
and snow loads. The shade fabric is designed to be quickly
and easily removed from each Shade Port in less than a minute, making them virtually indestructible if a serious hurricane should threaten. However, given the ease of removal, it
is recommended that this be done even for a Category One
so as not to put unnecessary stress on the structure or its
foundation.
Unlike old-fashioned car ports, many of which were destroyed in the 2004 hurricane season, causing even more
damage from flying debris, Shade Ports have totally eliminated this problem, meeting Florida’s new flying debris
codes.

The alternative is the typical, four-post aluminum/
steel, utilitarian car port. Pictured below shows both
old-fashioned car ports and Shade Ports.

Positive Affect on Occupancy Rates
☼ Having upscale amenities available such as our Shade
Ports will almost certainly influence a prospective new
tenant to choose your apartment home, consequently
having a direct influence on occupancy.
☼ Garages, if available at $80-140/mo, are typically used
for storage, leaving the tenant’s car in the sun, instead
of under a $50-75/month Shade Port.

Typical Return on Investment
☼ Market research has shown that nearly a quarter of
apartment residents are willing to rent one or more
spaces for as much as $75 a month each.
☼ It can be expected that initial costs will be recouped in
approximately 3.6 years at $75/month per space and
about 5.4 years at $50/month per space. This does not
reflect a minimal interest rate as it would be variable
and relatively insignificant.
☼ Building permits, impact fees, and site specific engineering are the property owner’s responsibility.

SHADE PORT FACTS:

Preferred Parking Will...
☼ Turn a percentage of your free parking into serious
revenue-generating amenities.
☼ Influence prospective tenants in their apartment
home choice.
☼ Give you a competitive edge.
☼ Generate revenues within 60-90 days of order.
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Reduces vehicle’s interior temperature up to 43°.
°.
Virtually hurricane-proof, 130 mph rating, with fabric.
One-minute fabric removal when necessary.
Cantilevered structure (no front post obstructions).
Extensive fabric & structure color choices.
Complements any architecture and decor.
Meets or exceeds applicable codes nationwide.
Installs quickly with very little site disruption.
Warranty: 10-year on fabric, 15-year on structure.
Significantly increases the perceived and actual value
of your complex.

Shade Port Parking Structures

Just a few of the many fabric color choices:
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Playground Equipment
Pool Deck, Patio, and Recreational Areas
Picnic and BBQ Areas
Carwash and Vacuum Facilities

Like our Shade Ports, these are also amenities that will
significantly influence a prospective tenant’s choice.

We Will Design A Shade Port
System That’s Right For Your Complex
Installing only the number of Shade Ports indicated
by a tenant survey will insure their occupancy.
Additional Ports may be added at any time.
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Preferred Parking Offers
Unprecedented ROI
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A very attractive, upscale amenity
Virtually hurricane-proof
Positive affect on occupancy rates
Maximize your revenue potential
Typical Return on investment in 3.6 yrs

